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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Product Spotlight: YOTA
In Yota, a symphony of volumes and textures makes every part of the kitchen a
visual, tactile, and functional experience.

Innovative lacquer finishes intersect with nuanced wood veneers to bring emotion
and personality to the kitchen space.
In this design, the warmth of Elm wood combines with the shimmering beauty of the
Carbonio metallic lacquer.

Yota adapts effortlessly to its surroundings, creating a dialogue that enriches the
architecture and interior of the home.
Micalized lacquers yield sophisticated surfaces that enhance the modern lines of the
cabinetry.

Smoked glass cabinets with Black anodized aluminum frame and open storage
solutions complement the Yota designs.

Thanks to its versatility, Yota can fit into more classic interiors without losing its
modern essence.

Here, thermo-treated Oak is paired with Bronzo Lux liquid metal lacquer, an awardwinning industry exclusive. The result of a detailed manufacturing process, liquid
metal lacquers re-create the look and depth of reflective metal.

SEE MORE YOTA DESIGNS

Yota is available through MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, Miami,
and New York, and MandiCasa's authorized dealers in Hollywood FL, Naples FL,
and Costa Mesa CA.
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MandiCasa is Dario Snaidero's new brand which offers a curated collection of Made-in-Italy products for North
American luxury homes showcasing its own MandiCasa brand of modern luxury kitchen cabinets along with closet
systems by Caccaro, bathrooms by Novello and interior doors by Henry Glass.
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